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almanac
An annual publication including weather forecasts and other
miscellaneous information arranged according to the calendar of a given
year.

always At any time or in any event.
Isabel had always been in rude health.

annually Without missing a year.
Sales are increasing by about 17 annually.

calendar Enter into a calendar.
It was at their discretion whether to index or calendar the records.

consecutively In unbroken or logical sequence.
Jeremy smoked four cigarettes consecutively.

daily Gradually and progressively.
Boats can be hired for a daily rate.

day-to-day The period of time taken by a particular planet (e.g. Mars) to make a
complete rotation on its axis.

every
Each and all of the members of a group considered singly and without
exception.
Every party is welcome.

frequent Be a regular or frequent visitor to a certain place.
Walls flanked by frequent square towers.

frequently Regularly or habitually; often.
They go abroad frequently.

intermittently In an intermittent manner.
An intermittently amusing plot.

occasional Occurring or appearing at usually irregular intervals.
An occasional worker.
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occasionally Now and then or here and there.
We met up occasionally for a drink.

oft Many times at short intervals.
An oft quoted tenet.

often Frequently or in great quantities.
He often goes for long walks by himself.

oftentimes In many instances.
I would oftentimes go there.

period A set of elements occupying a horizontal row in the periodic table.
The period 1977 85.

periodic Relating to the periodic table of the elements.
The periodic appearance of the seventeen year locust.

periodical A magazine or newspaper published at regular intervals.
Britain s best periodical art magazine.

periodically At regularly occurring intervals.
The students received help from a friend only periodically.

punctuality The fact or quality of being on time.
He was a stickler for punctuality.

regular Relating to a person who does something regularly.
The regular clergy.

regularity
A property of polygons: the property of having equal sides and equal
angles.
He came to see her with increasing regularity.

regularly In a regular way without variation.
Leaves arranged regularly along the stem.

simultaneously At the same time.
They spoke simultaneously.

sometimes Occasionally, rather than all of the time.
Sometimes I want to do things on my own.

successively Immediately one after another.
Three letters of successively decreasing length.

twice Double in degree or quantity.
I m twice your age.

weekly Once a week.
She visited her aunt weekly.
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year
The period of 365 days or 366 days in leap years starting from the first of
January used for reckoning time in ordinary circumstances.
Most of the girls in my year were leaving at the end of the term.
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